Grill & Accessory Cover

This cover is for use with your American Outdoor Grill product. It is constructed of a durable material that will protect your appliance when not in use. Many covers are designed with double-stitched vents to provide ventilation.

**To install a built-in cover**, place the cover over your unit, with the AOG logo facing forward. Pull the elastic under the front-bottom edge of the unit. Reference Fig. 1-1 for an example.

**To install an accessory cover**, place the cover over the lid of your unit, with the AOG logo facing forward/upward. If the corners of the cover are equipped with clips, carefully pull each clip over the front-bottom edge of the unit.

**To install a portable cover**, place the cover over your unit with the AOG logo facing forward. If the cover is equipped with Velcro strips, they may be used to secure the skirt portion of the cover.

To clean the cover, use mild hand soap with warm water and a sponge.

It is recommended that you wash the cover only as needed.

To prevent mold and mildew: wipe down and dry your cover with a soft towel or cloth after cleaning or rainfall.
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